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Abstract
This master’s thesis deals with design and development of a system for measuring altitude
(height above ground level) of ﬂying objects. It describes theoretical background related to
altitude measurements in avionics as well as various techniques of altitude measuring. The
measurement is conducted by HMD (Height measuring device)—embedded system which
uses barometric pressure sensor to measure altitude.
The main part of this thesis is dedicated to ground unit—a server running custom set of
applications. Using this server and radio link, it is possible to send control commands to
HMD, receive data, and propagate data into web application. Furthermore server acts as
a data storage and is able to process and analyse data.
The thesis also discusses the precision of the measurement and the data output. System
was tested and used during several glider aerobatics competitions.
Abstrakt
Táto diplomová práca sa zaoberá dizajnom a vývojom systému pre meranie výšky (nad
zemou) lietajúcich objektov. Popisuje teoretické podklady týkajúce sa merania výšky v
aviatike ako aj rôzne techniky merania výšky. Meranie je vykonávané pomocou HMD
(zariadenia na meranie výšky)—vstavaného systému, ktorý využíva senzor barometrického
tlaku na meranie výšky.
Hlavná časť tejto diplomovej práce je venovaná pozemnej jednotke—serveru, ktorý obsahuje
sadu aplikácií. Použitím tohto serveru a rádiového spojenia je možné zasielať riadiace
príkazy do HMD, prijímať dáta a zasielať dáta do webovej aplikácie. Server ďalej funguje
ako dátové úložisko, je schopný spracovávať a analyzovať dáta.
Táto práca taktiež diskutuje presnosť merania a dátový výstup. Systém bol testovaný a
používaný na viacerých akrobatických súťažiach bezmotorových klzákov.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
People were always fascinated by ﬂying. At ﬁrst creating strangely looking contraptions
inspired by birds, later manufacturing vehicles very similar to today’s common aeroplanes.
This process took a long time and along the way we also created other types of ﬂying
machines like helicopters, ﬁghter aircraft and many more.
Nowadays the aerospace engineers are challenged with such tasks as creating reliable
avionics software, researching the ways of Craft-to-Craft communication or implementing
diﬀerent safety measures in order to avoid accidents [29]. These are very non-trivial tasks.
Each of them requires a very precise and intelligent approach.
Aviation became the part of everyday life and aircraft started to be used not just for
transportation purposes, but also as a hobby and kind of sport equipment. It is a wonderful
sight seeing huge Antonov AN-225 1 taking-oﬀ or landing. However, seeing tiny aerobatic
glider during the competition’s freestyle programme can be even more beautiful. It is a
matter of perspective, but a lot of pilots could tell you, they ﬁnally found the purest joy
when they started ﬂying gliders.
This master’s thesis is describing a system which is capable of determining the altitude
of the aerobatic gliders during aerobatic competitions. It speciﬁcally aims at the description
of the functionality of the ground server unit.
This system as a whole is not limited just to altitude measurements. It can provide
diﬀerent kinds of measurements such as acceleration or position of an object and it is
applicable to various kinds of ﬂying objects, such as powered aircraft or even balloons.
However, some of its characteristics make it very suitable for use with aerobatic gliders.
These characteristics are widely described in chapter 4 section 4.2.
Chapter 2 oﬀers an overview of diﬀerent altitude measurement methods which are used
nowadays as well as their principles of operation. It also discusses the usage of various
heights and elevations in aviation. In chapter 3 it is described how to retrieve and how to
store altitude information when it comes to various ﬂying objects (vehicles) types.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to design of the whole altitude measurement system. It contains
information on the prototype of the altitude measuring device as well as information on
how database and communication protocol were designed.
Finally chapters 5 and 6 are dedicated to description of the system’s architecture and
components, implementation of these components as well as veriﬁcation and deployment of
the system as a whole.
1“The Antonov An-225 Mriya is, quite simply, the largest aeroplane in the world. At 275 feet in length
with a 290 foot wingspan and a maximum take-oﬀ weight of 640 tons, it dwarfs 787’s [19].”
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Chapter 2
Overview of altitude measurement
methods
2.1 Altitude in aviation
In order to design system for altitude measurement, it is crucial to understand diﬀerent
altitudes, heights, levels and units used in aviation. To cover this necessity a brief overview
of these is following. These terms are mostly referenced from [20].
Mean sea level The mean sea level is the average of sea levels during a period of time.
There are various approaches to measure mean sea level. For example the tide gauge
measurement system [10] or satellite altimetry [11].
Elevation Height above a given reference point. Usually it is the height above the mean
sea level.
Atmosphere (unit) This unit was introduced at 10th Conférence Générale des Poids et
Mesures in 1954. 1 atmosphere is deﬁned as 101325 Pa and represents the pressure
at mean sea level. The mean sea level changes over the years as the sea levels are
generally rising, but 1 atmosphere is still deﬁned as 101325 Pa.
Height above mean sea level Abbreviation HMSL, also called true altitude, the refer-
ence zero for this measurement is the mean sea level. It is the true vertical distance
above the sea level. Airport elevations and peak heights are expressed in true altitude.
Height above ground level AbbreviationAGL, also called absolute altitude, is the height
of an object above ground level. When the object is ﬂying at constant height above
the sea level, AGL can vary regarding the position and the terrain.
Indicated altitude Uncorrected altitude indicated by any kind of altimeter set to current
altimeter settings. When the altimeter’s setting window is set to 29.92 inHg (inches
of mercury) the indicated altitude should be the same as HMSL.
Pressure altitude The altimeter is indicating this altitude when the altitude setting win-
dow is set to 29.92 inHg (inches of mercury). The air pressure is corrected to
standard temperature of 15◦C. How altimeter is able to show pressure altitude is
explained in subsection 2.2.1.
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Density altitude Is the pressure altitude corrected to non-standard (actual) temperature.
It is related to the aircraft’s climb and take-oﬀ performance.
The key altitude types for altitude measuring system described in this document are HMSL
and AGL.
Calculating pressure altitude
To calculate pressure altitude we can use formula 2.1 taken from [32], where halt is the
altitude being calculated in units of feet and psta is the static pressure.
halt =
�
1−
� psta
1013.25
�0.190284� ∗ 145366.45 (2.1)
To convert this altitude to the units of meters, we can use equation 2.2 taken from [32],
where hm is the calculated altitude in units of meters.
hm = 0.3048 ∗ halt (2.2)
2.2 Altitude measuring devices
There exist diﬀerent types of altitude measuring devices (altimeters). The precision of the
altimeter is the question of its application. Altimeters used for hiking do not have to be
so precise as altimeters used in airliners. To ensure the proper functionality one should
calibrate altimeter to current conditions. Next paragraphs oﬀer brief overview of diﬀerent
types of altimeters1 and their principles.
2.2.1 Static pressure altimeter
This type of altimeter is commonly used in various aircraft, including aerobatic gliders.
The principle of operation is rather simple and can be described using ﬁgure 2.2.
The static pressure is provided through static pressure port which is connected to Pitot-
Static system2. This pressure causes aneroid wafers3 to move (contract or expand). There-
fore the axle connected to the aneroid wafer on one side and altitude indication pointer on
the other side is eﬀectively turning the altitude indication pointer.
Static pressure altimeter calibration
The altimeter also has an adjustment knob, which is connected to the barometric pressure
indication scale. Therefore setting the diﬀerent altimeter setting in the constant altitude
results in a movement of pointers along the scale.
Pilot can either set the altimeter to zero when on the ground, so when aiborne the
altimeter is showing the height above the airﬁeld level or it can be set to the airﬁeld
elevation and then it shows approximate HMSL. Pilot can also set the pressure setting to
the current pressure measured in desired location (airﬁeld).
1GPS is not an altimeter type, but can be used as an altitude reference.
2Pitot-Static system is the aircraft’s system which provides impact and the static pressure for the ﬂight
instruments [20].
3Aneroid wafer is a capsule which contracts when the pressure is increasing and expands when the
pressure is decreasing [35].
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Figure 2.1: Static pressure altimeter [25] Figure 2.2: Altimeter principle [12]
Static pressure altimeter types
There are also diﬀerent kinds of static pressure altimeters. Simple static pressure altimeter
has just one pointer. It is very diﬃcult for the pilot to tell the exact altitude using simple
altimeter. Therefore the simple altimeter evolved to sensitive altimeter, which contains
more aneroid wafers. More wafers create more movement which is applied to three pointers
using the series of cogs. It is more precise to tell the resulting altitude from the three
pointers where one indicates ten thousands, and the other two pointers thousands and
hundreds respectively.
However even this type of altimeter has its cons. It takes some time to be able to tell
the exact altitude from three pointers. This can lead to errors which might threaten the
pilot’s life. Sensitive altimeter was later modiﬁed and the counter was added which is visible
in ﬁgure 2.3. Counter shows the altitude as a number of feet, eliminating any calculation
errors caused by human factor.
Figure 2.3: Altimeter with a counter [3]
Non-linear characteristic of atmospheric pressure
It is necessary to say that the static pressure altimeter provides just an approximate in-
formation on altitude. There are two main factors aﬀecting the measurement which are
temperature and atmospheric pressure.
The temperature used in a model for static pressure altimeter is the standard temper-
ature (15◦C, 59 F) and the relation of pressure and altitude is linear. As shown in ﬁgure
2.4 the real relation of pressure and altitude is non-linear.
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Figure 2.4: Atmospheric pressure graph [34]
Eﬀects of non-standard temperature on indicated altitude
Atmospheric pressure (therefore the indicated altitude) can be aﬀected by temperature. In
colder temperatures the indicated altitude is higher than the true altitude and in warmer
temperatures the indicated altitude is lower than the true altitude [35]. This phenomenon
is shown in ﬁgure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Eﬀect of non-standard temperature on indicated altitude [22]
2.2.2 Sonic altimeter
Sonic altimeter (ﬁgure 2.6) experiments were initiated in Germany by Alexander Behm
before 1925 [23]. There was a need to safely pilot the aircraft at low altitudes even in
worsened conditions such as fog and/or darkness. Barometric altimeter was not suﬃcient
back then as it was not precise enough to ensure safe cruising and landing. The development
of sonic altimeters was inspired by previous successful research in locating objects by sound
waves.
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Figure 2.6: Sonic altimeter principle and device [8]
Principle of operation
There are two main components of the sonic altimeter system: transmitter and receiver.
Both components are installed in the aircraft. The transmitter transmits high-frequency
signals in direction of the ground in periods of time. Echo of these signals would then
reach the receiver’s microphone and the sound would be transformed to electrical energy.
Plugging the delay between the transmission and the reception of an echo to the formula
involving speed of sound can calculate the distance between the aircraft and the ground.
Sonic altimeter cons
Sonic altimeters were relatively large devices, therefore not so easy to manipulate with.
There was also the problem with proper calibration of the sonic altimeters as the speed of
sound is varying with diﬀerent humidity and temperature of the air. The experiments with
the sonic altimeters stopped after the introduction of sensitive static pressure altimeters.
2.2.3 Radar altimeter
Radar altimeters work in a similar manner as sonic altimeters. They are widely used
as the source of altitude data (in addition to static pressure altimeters) on board of the
aircraft. In contrast to static pressure altimeters, which provide the information on height
above mean sea level, radar altimeters provide information on height above ground level
(sea level). Information on altitude can be shown on Electronic Flight Instrument System
(EFIS)—system which gathers diﬀerent information from diﬀerent sources, processes this
information and provides the means for showing this information to the pilots—e.g. various
displays [31].
Principle of operation
The transmitting part of radar altimeters consists of oscillator and modulator, transmitter
and transmitting antenna which directs the continuous wave signal to the ground. The
reﬂected energy is received by the receiving part (receiver and frequency counter). It is
possible to calculate the altitude by comparing the frequencies of reﬂected energy versus
transmitted energy. Calculated altitude is then shown on the altitude indicator, usually
placed in the aircraft’s cockpit. The example of radar altimeter is shown in ﬁgure 2.7 and
the functional block diagram of such device in ﬁgure 2.8 (taken from [31]).
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Figure 2.7: Radar altimeter [2]
Figure 2.8: Functional block diagram of radar
altimeters [31]
2.2.4 GPS
GPS (Global positioning system) is a process used to establish position at any point on
the globe using the system of 28 satellites orbiting the Earth [38]. The reason GPS is
also listed here as an altitude measuring device is the receiver’s capability of eﬀectively
measuring current altitude of the object carrying this GPS receiver. GPS system was
developed to be used both for public and military purposes.
Figure 2.9: GPS satellites’ orbital planes [38]
Figure 2.9 shows 6 orbital planes of GPS satellites. They orbit the Earth every 11 hours
and 58 minutes [38].
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Principle of operation
The GPS system consists of 28 satellites orbiting the Earth at an altitude of 20180 km. In
order to be able to calculate the position and the altitude of the object carrying GPS device
it is necessary to be able to read the radio signal from at least 4 satellites. The GPS system
was developed in order to satisfy this requirement at any point on the Earth’s surface and
at any time4.
The principle of calculating the height and position is following: GPS satellites are
equipped with very precise atomic clocks. In order for GPS system to function properly,
atomic clocks on all the satellites have to be synchronized with each other (as well as
to terrestrial clocks). The satellites are continuously transmitting their current time and
position.
When the ground receiver acquires the satellite signal, it can eﬀectively calculate the
distance between the receiver and the satellite. By subtracting the signal emission time from
the signal arrival time, the time of the travel is calculated. Then, when it is multiplied by
the speed of light constant (299 792 458 m/s), we get the distance from the satellite. By
knowing the distances from at least four satellites on the orbit, we can calculate the location
(position and altitude) of any point on the Earth’s surface.
Figure 2.10 shows the principle of localization by receiving the signal from at least 4
satellites.
Figure 2.10: GPS localization principle [9]
4There are always at least 4 satellite signals readable from any point on the Earth.
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GPS measurement errors
The errors of GPS measurements are listed in table 2.2.4 (taken from [38]).
Cause of error Error
Eﬀects of the ionosphere 4 m
Satellite clocks 2.1 m
Receiver measurements 0.5 m
Ephemeris data 2.1 m
Eﬀects of the troposphere 0.7 m
Multipath 1.4 m
Total RMS value (unﬁltered) 5.3 m
Total RMS value (ﬁltered) 5.1 m
Vertical error (1 sigma (68.3%) VDOP=2.5) 12.8 m
Vertical error (2 sigma (95.5.3%) VDOP=2.5) 25.6 m
Horizontal error (1 sigma (68.3%) HDOP=2.0) 10.2 m
Horizontal error (2 sigma (95.5%) HDOP=2.0) 20.4 m
Table 2.1: Listing of GPS measurement errors
These errors are just theoretical and Zogg [38] says: “Measurements undertaken by the
US Federal Aviation Administration over a long period of time indicate that in the case of
95% of all measurements, horizontal error is under 7.4 m and vertical error is under 9.0
m. In all cases, measurements were conducted over a period of 24 hours.”
Diﬀerential GPS (DGPS)
The diﬀerential GPS provides solution to more accurate GPS positioning. There exist two
diﬀerent approaches:
• DGPS based on the measurement of signal transit time (achievable accuracy approx.
1 m)
• DGPS based on the phase measurement of the satellite signal (achievable accuracy
approx. 1 cm)
The description of the ﬁrst method is following: there are special stations built on
Earth’s surface whose location is precisely known. These stations also contain precise GPS
signal receivers. By comparing the actual position of the station, with calculated position of
the station we can calculate correction values. These correction values are then provided for
all the devices in the range of ground station by transmission on radio frequency. Generally
these data are relatively precise for receivers in the radius of 200 km within the station [38].
As mentioned before, another technique is based on the phase measurement of the
satellite signal, however the calculation of error is more complicated and is not going to be
covered here.
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Chapter 3
Suitable altitude data
measurement and storage
techniques for various ﬂying object
types
There exist universal measuring devices and other types of devices, which are just suitable
for speciﬁc applications. Next paragraphs oﬀer a summary of diﬀerent methods for altitude
measuring and data storage with emphasis on aerobatic gliders.
3.1 Unmanned aircraft
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are used nowadays for both military and non-military
purposes. For military purposes usually in bigger sizes than for non-military purposes.
Typical usage of military drones is to perform special operations especially in areas
which are diﬃcult to reach. It could also be used for surveillance, exploration of remote
areas or spying. When it comes to non military purposes, there are still being introduced
new ways of how to use these vehicles. One can use drone for such tasks as measuring wind
speed, making photographs of surrounding landscape or mail delivery.
As UAV is quite new branch of aviation, they are usually equipped with the newest
systems and technologies. This means a lot of sensors and devices. The altitude mea-
surements are usually performed by combining the data from more sources. This can be
altimeter with pressure sensor, radar altimeter, laser altimeter (works on a similar principle
as radar altimeter), GPS module or others.
Military UAVs are either using autopilots, or are operated by human operators in real-
time. In both cases they need to transmit information about their systems’ statuses, lo-
cation, speed and similar as well as they have to be able to receive commands. For this
purpose four basic types of communication is used [36]:
1. Direct The aircraft is communicating directly with ground control station (GCS).
2. Satellite A satellite operates as a link between aircraft and GCS.
3. Cellular Similar to the mobile network infrastructure with presence of downlink
towers and GCS.
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4. Mesh UAVs communicating with each other and forwarding data till data reach GCS.
The drones used by hobbyists are more limited by their maximum load. It is not usual
for them to carry radar altimeters as these altimeters are more complex devices. The usual
altitude measuring device on board of small drones is GPS module. The altitude data
storage can be a memory card or similar. Small drones can also send telemetry information
in real-time using radio link.
3.2 Piloted aircraft
Parachutes
The skydivers usually use static pressure altimeter devices. The only diﬀerence from other
types of altimeters is the form these devices have. The goal is to be able to read the altitude
data in various situations. The real question here is the placement of these devices.
Article [13] deﬁnes three categories of altimeters used for the skydiving purposes:
1. Analog visual altimeters—sensitive pressure altimeters which come in the form of
“watches”. Skydivers are wearing these either on the wrist or the special pillow on
their chests. Their dial also shows various “danger zones”, e.g. the altitude range
where it is necessary to have parachute deployed.
2. Digital visual altimeters—are more advanced altimeter devices. Apart from alti-
tude information they can record diﬀerent data and even store the data into internal
log ﬁles, databases. . . They can store information about several jumps. It is not
common for skydiving altimeters to transmit altimeter data in real time.
3. Audible altimeters—are static pressure altimeters which are installed in skydivers’
helmets. One can set various altitude levels before the jump. When one reaches this
pre-set altitude, loud noise indicates that the altitude level was reached. Example
given: they can indicate the altitude where a skydiver should deploy the parachute.
Powered aircraft
When it comes to powered aircraft (helicopters, aerobatic aeroplanes, airliners . . . ), all these
types use similar altitude measuring techniques. Radar altimeters are common for bigger
vehicles like helicopter and airliners. Airliners use radar altimeters as well as the static
pressure altimeters. They compare information from both sources and show the reading
separately or as a corrected value often on electronic ﬂight instrument system.
Aircraft intended for sports do not have to have such precise and complex systems.
They usually carry sensitive altimeters and pilots can also use GPS based altimeters to
have another reference (e.g. in ultra-light aircraft).
The storage of data can vary. Airliners use ﬂight data recorders, also called “black
boxes”, which record various data such as sound in the cockpit of the plane, altitude readings
and similar. These devices are very durable and can survive even the crash of the vehicle.
Data recorded during ﬂight is stored in memory boards inside the crash-survivable memory
unit (CSMU) [21].
Other types of powered aircraft may use diﬀerent kind of memory chips for ﬂight data
storage, or not record any ﬂight data at all.
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Aerobatic gliders
Sensitive static pressure altimeters are the main source of the altitude information in aero-
batic gliders. As there will be mentioned in chapter 4 section 4.1, it is very diﬃcult for the
pilot to tell the current altitude when in aerobatic sequence.
For the training purposes, pilots of the gliders use devices which are capable of measuring
altitude with more precision and also record altitude data for the future use. This way the
pilots can review their ﬂights and have the overview of the meters needed to perform each
ﬁgure.
These devices use either GPS module or pressure sensors to be able to calculate alti-
tude. The versions with pressure sensors also implement a mechanism for non-standard
temperature correction. The altitude data are being stored on an inserted SD card.
The downsides of measuring altitudes with GPS modules might be:
1. There might be GPS signal loss in the cockpit of the aircraft.
2. Random errors of GPS.
3. Altitude measurement using GPS is less accurate than the horizontal position mea-
surement. See section 2.2.4.
The downsides of measuring altitudes with pressure sensors might be:
1. The need to often calibrate such devices with current atmospheric pressure values in
order to get precise altitude values.
2. Possibility of clogging the sensor opening resulting in faulty measurement.
3. They can be aﬀected by surrounding pressure in case it would be diﬀerent from current
atmospheric pressure.
If these data were needed to be sent to Earth’s surface in real-time we could use ra-
dio link, mobile broadband, satellite connection or others. The comparison of GPS and
barometric pressure sensor HMSL measurement is listed in chapter 6 section 6.3.
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Chapter 4
Design of altitude measurement
system used in glider aerobatics
This chapter deals with the design of the altitude measurement system used in glider
aerobatics. It describes the existing solutions and their principles, and the use case of
such measurement systems during aerobatic glider competition. The chapter also contains
the overview of the most important parts of the system and brief description of hardware
that system consists of.
4.1 Use case of altitude measurement in glider aerobatics
In order to design altitude measuring system, requirements on such system have to be set.
Following lines are describing why there is a need to measure altitude during aerobatic
ﬂying competition and what is the common approach to do so.
The aerobatic glider competitions consist of several ﬂights made by several compet-
ing pilots. There exist diﬀerent categories of competition ﬂights such as free programme,
unknown programme and freestyle programme. Before the aerobatic ﬂight, the pilots are
towed by the towing aeroplane to an altitude of ca. 1300 m AGL. This altitude is being
observed by the towing pilot on the static pressure altimeter of the towing plane. Before
the towing ﬂight it is necessary for both towing pilot and aerobatic pilot to adjust their
altimeters. They should ensure that altimeters’ dials show zero for both of them while on
the ground at the starting point of the take-oﬀ.
The starting point of the take-oﬀ is therefore the “reference zero” for the AGL measure-
ment. When both aircraft reach the AGL of 1300 m the aerobatic glider is ready to enter
the reference box1. After the chief judge2 signals the permission to enter the reference box
using the radio communicator, aerobatic glider pilot is allowed to enter the reference box
and start the aerobatic sequence.
It is necessary for the pilot to know the exact altitude above the ground level. The
reason (apart from safety measures) is the necessity to only perform aerobatic sequence
in the reference box. Therefore the pilot has to know whether he or she entered or left
the reference box. If the pilot starts the aerobatic sequence outside of the box and does
1The reference box for the aerobatic ﬂight is an imaginary box (usually 1 km high and 1 km wide) in
which the aircraft is supposed to ﬂy. If it crosses the box boundaries horizontally, the pilot is being penalized
for every second outside of the box. If the breach is vertical, the penalty is instant (not for every second).
2One of the judges who directs the ﬂying programme.
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aerobatic maneuvers there, it can lead to penalization, disqualiﬁcation or even endangering
the pilot’s life due to ground’s proximity.
The only reference pilots use to determine the altitude is the static pressure altimeter
in the cockpit of the aircraft. While in an aerobatic sequence, it is almost impossible to
always watch the aircraft’s altitude. Also when the change in altitude is rapid, the reaction
of the in-plane altimeter could be rather slow. Sometimes the pilots have to knock on the
altimeter’s dial so the pointer would turn, because of the delay of mechanical components
of such altimeter.
The judges also have a tough job determining the altitude of the in-air aircraft. They
have to rely on their sight and estimation, which can get really diﬃcult in worsened condi-
tions such as direct sunlight or low cloud base.
Devices which are capable of determining the altitude while eliminating the imperfec-
tions of common altimeters had to be developed. Section 4.2 contain overview of such
devices and requirements on their functionality.
4.2 Listing and description of existing solutions
There are few existing solutions when it comes to determining the altitude of aerobatic
gliders for judging purposes. List of these is mentioned in the FAI Sporting Code document
[27].
Currently there are three types available:
• The Huber Height Measuring Device (HHMD)
• The Meierhofer Height Measuring Device (MHMD)
• The Poznan Height Measuring Device (PHMD)
The document is not describing the characteristics of each of them, however there exist
general requirements on height measuring devices. Overview of these requirements taken
from [27] follows:
• An onboard transmitter sends signals to the ground receiving equipment (at the chief
Judge’s position) when the glider descends below the upper or lower height limits or
the disqualiﬁcation height.
• The ground equipment indicates the height and the identiﬁcation of the transmitter
on a display and emits an audio signal (“beep”) whenever signals from one of the
onboard transmitters are received.
• The onboard transmitter will always send its signals according to the pre-programmed
height limits. In the case of the HHMD, small tolerances are pre-set when program-
ming the transmitters. This ensures that the signal for the upper height limit will
be transmitted at an actual height slightly above the limit, whilst the signals for the
lower limit and the disqualiﬁcation height are transmitted slightly below the exact
height. With the MHMD and PHMD discrete tolerances can be selected for each
height limit. The chief Judge decides which tolerances will be set when programming
the airborne transmitters.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
This chapter contains the evaluation of some aspects of the HMD system. It discusses
the precision of the measuring devices as well as the amount of data being produced by
these. How the system should be set up is discussed in section 6.2. The last section (6.6)
is dedicated to discussion on how the system could be improved in the future and how the
imperfections could be eliminated.
6.1 Testing the software
The software was tested continuously throughout its development. The whole system is
modular and each module was tested separately. Some of the modules were tested only by
creating a main function and then instantiating some of the objects and manipulating these
objects. Other modules were tested using Python’s unit testing framework unittest.
The example of a module, where unit testing was used, is the message library module.
The unit test was created to verify the assembly of various messages. Testing values are
expressed as a list of dictionaries. All the values are then transformed to protocol compliant
messages and tested for equality with the expected values.
When the web application didn’t exist, the calibration of the devices was performed
using module xmlrpclib and Python’s interactive mode. After the connection to the
RPC server, one can simply list all the methods available on this server by using the
listMethods() method. In order to calibrate HMD device barometric correction we would
use server’s method calibrate_baro(address,pressure).
6.2 Setting up the system
The system as shown in ﬁgure 4.1 was implemented. It consists of:
• Portable server able to run both from batteries and electrical power source.
• Set of HMD devices and radio receivers/transmitters.
• Wi-Fi router.
• Notebooks for setting the system up and accessing web application.
• Antennas.
• Set of cables and connectors.
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When putting the system in use, it should be assembled accordingly to diagram 4.1.
The server should have PostgreSQL and MongoDB databases installed and should be on
the same network as notebooks. Server is also running the web server, providing access to
web application for data presentation. Server should be conﬁgured to automatically start
web server on startup. Upon plugging the radio receiver/transmitter to server, it should be
recognized due to custom udev rule.
The PostgreSQL database should contain database schema for HMD system and the
tables should be populated with initial values. The tables which need to be ﬁlled, are
tables containing devices in use with their respective addresses, tables used to store the
initial conﬁguration values and penalty levels of HMD devices and the table used to store the
device owning company name and identiﬁcation. HMD devices should contain conﬁguration
values (warning levels, penalty levels, oﬀsets and current barometric pressure) stored in
EEPROM.
The HMD system is started using starting Bash script. This is executing HMD Daemon
and RPC server. The next step is to calibrate HMD devices. Firstly we need to calibrate
devices by providing them with current barometric pressure at the starting point. The
current barometric pressure for the area can be found out by using reference HMD device
placed in the reference (“zero altitude”) for the measurement. For aerobatic competitions,
this is usually the start of a runway. The altitude calculation of the barometric pressure
sensor is based on formula 6.1 listed in [24]. This formula contains variables h for altitude,
p for pressure and p0 for reference pressure. In case of MPL3115A2 barometric sensor, if
we want to calculate HMSL the reference pressure is 101326 Pa as the barometric pressure
correction register is deﬁned as 2 Pascals per LSB.
h = 44330.77 ∗
�
1−
� p
p0
�0.1902632�
+OFF_H (RegisterV alue) (6.1)
Then the current barometric pressure at a given altitude can be expressed as:
a_p =
�
1− m_a/100
44330.77
�( 1
0.1902632
) ∗ c_p (6.2)
Where a_p is current atmospheric pressure in Pascals, m_a is measured altitude in
centimetres and c_p is calibration pressure in Pascals. Then we can calculate the calibration
pressure, using the modiﬁed pressure altitude equation. If we know the exact altitude, at
the spot where the reference device is placed, with the use of known current barometric
pressure (a_p) and the known altitude, we can calculate the calibration pressure, so the
device would measure the exact altitude at the starting line. This is the equation for
calculation of barometric pressure correction:
c_p = a_p/
��
1− known_altitude
44330.77
�( 1
0.1902632
)�
(6.3)
The calculated value of barometric pressure correction (c_p) is then shown in a web
application. User is then able to provide all the devices with barometric pressure correction
based on this value. Devices should then read values similar to the altitude at the starting
line. If there are big measured altitude diﬀerences between devices, it is possible to make
further corrections by manipulating the altitude oﬀsets of the devices. If the pressure value
is later changing a lot, it is possible to calibrate devices again by providing them with the
new value.
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Given the example—if the starting line is in altitude 493 m HMSL, after the calibration,
all the devices should measure altitude 493 m HMSL at the starting line. The transfor-
mation of HMSL altitude is done just in the web application by subtracting the starting
line altitude (which is stored in the conﬁguration) from the measured HMSL. The user
would then see all the boxes measuring altitude of cca. 0 m AGL at the starting line. It is
important to state that HMD devices are not able to measure exact AGL altitude at any
point. It is only possible to measure AGL relative to a certain point (usually starting line).
6.3 Precision of altitude measurement
The altitude data is sent with the frequency of 1 message every 10 seconds in standby mode.
When the device is closing penalty altitudes, the frequency switches to 1 message every 500
milliseconds. Calculating the average time between two messages (received in real-time)
from one actual ﬂight gave the value of 855.64 milliseconds. This can vary for diﬀerent
ﬂights and is dependent on antenna, weather and interferences. This value is suﬃcient, if
the data loss is spread evenly during the whole measurement. If the data loss was instantly
occurring just close to the penalty levels, it would be a problem to tell if the pilot should
be awarded the penalty.
Time synchronization between the server and the device is possible by sending a time
conﬁguration message to the device. The change of time in the device should take place
instantly upon receiving the message. The altitude messages contain just the time infor-
mation in milliseconds after the device boot up. However, it is possible to determine the
actual time when the object was in particular altitude.
This is done with the help of ﬁles. As it was already mentioned, ﬁles act as a storage for
a group of messages. When the time of the ﬁle creation is known, taken the ﬁrst message of
the ﬁle as the message “zero”, we can determine the time of each message. This is done by
adding the oﬀset between the speciﬁc message and the message “zero’s” time after device
boot up, to the ﬁle creation time. This process is taking the place when the messages are
being loaded from SD card.
It is possible that the radio link would be interrupted. This may be caused by the
distance between the ﬂying object and the antenna on the ground. If this happens during a
competition, SD card of the aircraft should be examined. Figure 6.1 shows the comparison
of the altitude data received during real-time operation in comparison to data retrieved
from the SD card. It is a graph showing the relation of altitude and time. The altitude is
expressed in units of meters and time is expressed in units of milliseconds from the start of
the HMD device. It can be seen that some parts of the ﬂight were not recorded correctly
due to signal interruption.
An HMD altitude measurement was compared to common smartphone GPS output.
The test was performed during the bicycle ride with both devices placed in a backpack.
A backpack was not air tight, so the barometric pressure sensor could operate normally.
Also if the packaging around device is ﬂexible, HMD would still work as the packaging
is deformed by the atmospheric pressure. The smartphone was placed in the outermost
pocket, so it could receive the GPS signal without a problem. The data from HMD was
retrieved by reading the card using card reader application. Data from the smartphone
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of data retrieved during real-time operation vs. data stored on the
SD card
were recorded by an application MyTracks1 retrieved as a route in GPX2 format.
The resulting graphs are shown in the following ﬁgures. It can be seen, that the HMD’s
performance was much better and the values are not drifting so much. The starting and
ending point was checked using Google maps for the approximate altitude levels. Both
starting and ending points of the route were much closer to the HMD measurement starting
and ending values (271 m, 246.5 m).
1My Tracks is a small and powerful application to keep track of your route while you travel around.
The quite complex functionality hides behind a very clear user interface which is easy to understand.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zihua.android.mytracks
2GPX, or GPS Exchange Format, is an XML schema designed as a common GPS data format for software
applications. It can be used to describe waypoints, tracks, and routes. (Wikipedia)
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Figure 6.2: Measurement performed using HMD device
Figure 6.3: Measurement performed using smartphone
The other test performed was the measurement of altitude using HMD prototype con-
taining GPS module. Prototype with GPS module U-blox NEO-7M was placed into a
cockpit of an aerobatic glider Swift S-1. The device was placed in the back of a cockpit,
right behind the pilot’s head.
Then the aircraft was towed to the altitude of ca. 1700 meters HMSL. After release from
the towing aeroplane, pilot performed an aerobatic sequence including several aerobatic
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maneuvers such as loops, rolls and spins. The data collected was analysed and the resulting
graph is shown in ﬁgure 6.4. The altitude in the graph is HMSL. If we wanted to get AGL
instead, we could conﬁgure the device accordingly. This is described in section 6.2. GPS
altitudes are HMSL altitude and altitude above ellipsoid. The GPS and barometric HMSL
altitudes should be similar.
It can be seen, that GPS measurement is precise and steady when the plane is climbing
steadily and the cockpit is pointing upwards. However during the aerobatic sequence,
when there is a lot of movement, altitude drops are signiﬁcant and cockpit is not always
pointing upwards, the altitude measurement performed by GPS module loses precision
and therefore is not suitable for altitude measurement and judging purposes at
aerobatic competitions. Barometric sensor, when properly conﬁgured, is able to react
to these rapid altitude changes and can be used for determining the breach of penalty levels
at competitions.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of GPS and HMD altitude measurement precision
6.4 HMD device characteristics
Few of the HMD device characteristics are going to be listed in this section. This includes
usage of the memory for program and data and the power consumption information.
Program and data memory utilization The values indicating memory utilization
of the ATxmega128A1U MCU’s programmable ﬂash memory and SRAM (Static random-
access memory) + registers are listed in table 6.4. It is clear that the program memory
has a reserve of free space. This is useful in case there is a need to re-ﬂash the upgraded
ﬁrmware.
Power consumption of HMD The battery used in the HMD device has a voltage of
3,7 V and capacity of 3400 mAh. The average load was estimated as 100 mA. Therefore
the full charged battery can last for ca. 20-30 hours, without applying any power saving
mode.
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Type of memory Data usage in bytes Memory utilization
Program Memory 19134 13,7 %
Data Memory 3851 47,0 %
Table 6.1: MCU memory utilization
6.5 Approximation of data output amount
This section is dedicated to data output and the amount of data produced by HMD. We
can either calculate data output rate by using the information on altitude message length
or by utilizing the ﬁle obtained by SD card readout. Table 6.2 shows the data rate ranging
from bytes per hour to gigabytes per hour. The data rate is calculated both for SD card
readout (real data) and bare altitude messages. The length of one altitude message for the
calculation purposes was 26 bytes.
Calculating data rate from SD card readout is more precise, as it also contains other
message types such as conﬁguration, diagnostic and ﬁle indicating messages. However, the
rate is still just approximate because it also depends on number of ﬁles stored on the SD
card.
B/h KB/h MB/h GB/h
real data 257918.5 251.87 0.25 0.00024021
just altitude 187200 182.81 0.18 0.00017434
Table 6.2: Data output rate based on diﬀerent metrics
The SD cards used with HMD system are mostly size of 8 gigabytes. When calculating
how much data can SD card contain based on the previously listed data rates, it shows
that 8 GB card can hold huge amount of altitude data. For 8 GB SD card, it can be
even 3.8 years of continuous data recording. This would have a meaning only if the HMD
was constantly powered, as the batteries can’t last longer than few hours. Comparison of
data amount, which SD cards of diﬀerent sizes can hold is listed in table 6.3. The assumed
message rate stored on the SD card was 2 Hz (2 altitude messages per 1 second of recording).
Hours Days Years
8GB micro SD card
real data 33304.84 1387.70 3.80
just altitude messages 45886.40 1911.93 5.24
4GB micro SD card
real data 16652.42 693.85 1.90
just altitude messages 22943.20 955.97 2.62
Table 6.3: Comparison of data output based on diﬀerent metrics
6.6 Future improvements
HMD device in current state can eﬀectively measure altitude. In the future it is planned
to integrate GPS module, accelerometer and magnetometer. These changes would enable
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the HMD system to calculate location of ﬂying object in 3 dimensions. When it comes to
ﬂying competitions, this would help judges not only to determine vertical penalty, but also
the breach of aerobatic “box” horizontally. Now these penalties are only observed by line
judges and it is not the ideal solution.
With the GPS module, it is possible to increase precision of altitude measurement even
more. The diﬀerences between GPS and barometric altitude could be observed and the
precision increasing technique could be designed based on these observations.
HMD device requires a manual calibration before it can make precise measurements of
altitude. This could be eliminated by introducing self-calibration of devices. There are
several options how this could be done. GPS altitude could be collected and if there is none
or little change in a span of time, it could be assumed the ﬂying object is not moving—e.g.
it is on the ground. Then the measured altitude could be taken as “zero altitude” and
the barometric pressure sensor would be provided with this value, so it could measure the
AGL eﬀectively. There could be even a semi-manual calibration mode, when one could just
send the calibration message without an actual value and the barometric sensor would be
provided current GPS HMSL as a reaction to this message.
The system also oﬀers usage of broadcast messages, however this functionality hasn’t
been used in practice so far. It could signiﬁcantly save time when conﬁguring more de-
vices. In relation to previously mentioned semi-manual calibration this would minimize
time needed to calibrate many devices at once.
Other improvements could be made when presenting the acquired data. Presence of
GPS and accelerometer modules allows to create 3 dimensional plot of the ﬂight. However,
this would mean that there would be a need to send much bigger amount of data. Therefore
it would require further tests, if it is possible to use this functionality for real-time plotting,
or just after reading the data out of SD cards.
When testing, it was discovered that the reception was not ideal when the ﬂying objects
were too far away from the ground station. This could be improved by experimenting with
diﬀerent 868 MHz antennas.
The other thing which might require improvement is read out of the SD cards. Now it
is two step operation when it is necessary to load the SD card content to an arbitrary ﬁle
and then to use the application to load it to the database and/or CSV ﬁle. This could be
easily simpliﬁed by merging these two tasks into one module.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This master’s thesis describes the process of developing the system capable of measuring
altitude (AGL) of ﬂying objects in real-time. It discusses the theoretical background be-
hind altitude measuring used in aviation, with the respect to various types of altitudes
and various ways of altitude measuring. The question of suitability of altitude measuring
techniques with regards to diﬀerent ﬂying objects is also approached.
The system which was developed acts a general purpose altitude measuring system, but
it is customized to satisfy the requirements of altitude measuring during glider aerobatics
competitions. It is based on HMD (Height measuring device)—hardware device which
is placed on or inside the ﬂying object and is able to perform altitude measurements,
record data, send data to the ground unit and receive conﬁguration commands through air.
Chapter 4 contains important information on this device and its prototype as well as the
system as a whole.
The main part of this master’s thesis is the description of the role of ground server unit
and the custom set of applications running on this server. Chapter 5 described how the
system modules were built-up, how the data is propagated and stored in the system and
which technologies were used. The output of the implementation is a software intended to
run under operating system of the ground server unit, able to process, analyse, store and
conduct a two-way communication between the HMD device and the web application.
The last chapter of this thesis (6) is evaluating the work that has been done. It contains
the analysis of the system precision, data output and remarks on veriﬁcation. Last section
(6.6) contains the proposals of improvements that could be done in the future and which
might tweak the system and its usage.
As it was mentioned, the current solution could be improved by introducing new types of
sensors to the system, which could measure acceleration or location of the ﬂying object. This
would open the way to new features, like being able to plot the three-dimensional location
of the object, or to determine the route of an object by utilizing “dead reckoning”1.
The altitude measuring system on which this thesis is based was implemented, and it
was tested and used on several aerobatic competitions.
1Dead reckoning is the way of calculating the present position of an object by deduction or extrapolation
from previous known position and information on motion direction and velocity [26].
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10. RULES FOR THE USE OF ELECTRONIC HEIGHT MEASURING DEVICES 
(HMDs) 
 Types of HMDs 10.1.
10.1.1.1. There are currently three types of Height Measuring Devices approved by CIVA. 
a) The Huber Height Measuring Device (HHMD) 
b) The Meierhofer Height Measuring Device (MHMD) 
c) The Poznan Height Measuring Device (PHMD) 
 
 Functions of HMDs 10.2.
10.2.1. Overview 
10.2.1.1. An onboard transmitter sends signals to the ground receiving equipment (at the Chief 
Judge’s position) when the glider descends below the upper or lower height limits or the 
disqualification height. The ground equipment indicates the height and the identification 
of the transmitter on a display and emits an audio signal (“beep”) whenever signals from 
one of the onboard transmitters are received. 
10.2.1.2. MHMD 
a) If a PC is connected to the ground receiver, the actual height above ground will be 
indicated in real time. The received height data can also be recorded for later 
analysis. 
b) All height limits can be set individually whenever this becomes necessary due to 
terrain or other reasons. 
10.2.1.3. In case of the HHMD, the onboard transmitters must be re-programmed, when non-
standard height limits are to be used. 
10.2.1.4. The HMD transmitter in the glider cockpit provides the following audio signals to the pilot: 
a) Functional checks at 100/200 m during tow (one “beep” each), 
b) Continuous signal (“beep-beep-beep”) as long as the glider flies above the upper 
height limit, 
c) Descent below the upper height limit is indicated by the stop of the continuous signal, 
d) Descending below 200 m: one “beep” (HHMD), 
e) Descending below 100 m: one “beep” (HHMD), 
f) Descending below 200 m until reaching 100 m: continuous signal “beep-beep-beep” 
(MHMD and PHMD). 
10.2.1.5. If the glider climbs back above the respective height, the signal will be repeated every 
time it descends below that height again. 
 Technical Characteristics 10.3.
10.3.1. Tolerances 
10.3.1.1. The onboard transmitter will always send its signals according to the pre-programmed 
height limits. In the case of the HHMD, small tolerances are preset when programming 
the transmitters. This ensures that the signal for the upper height limit will be transmitted 
at an actual height slightly above the limit, whilst the signals for the lower limit and the 
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disqualification height are transmitted slightly below the exact height. With the MHMD 
and PHMD discrete tolerances can be selected for each height limit. The Chief Judge 
decides which tolerances will be set when programming the airborne transmitters. 
10.3.1.2. The guaranteed overall tolerance of the HMD systems is considerably smaller than the 
tolerances of the conventional altimeters used in gliders. Pilots must further understand 
that unlike mechanical altimeters, the electronic pressure sensor in the HMD is not 
influenced by rate of descent or climb. This means that whilst the mechanical altimeter 
displays a significant lag during rapid changes of altitude (always indicating low in a 
climb and high in a descent), the HMD will transmit its signal exactly at the pre-set 
height. Under certain conditions, however, there may be a short delay of typically 2-3 
sec. before the ground equipment receives the signal due to the technical limitations of 
the data link system used. 
 Operating the HMDs 10.4.
10.4.1.1.  Whenever an HMD is in use, it will be the primary reference for the Chief Judge to verify 
compliance with height limits and for decisions on penalties or disqualifications due to 
height infringements. HMD audio signals are recorded together with the video. 
10.4.1.2. A person  assigned to the Chief Judge will monitor the HMD ground equipment and log 
every flight on a specific form to keep track of proper functioning of the device and 
record height infringements. When the MHMD or PHMD is in use, a computer should 
always be connected to the ground receiver in order to record the height data of all 
flights. 
10.4.1.3. Calibration, installation, setting up, checking, and removal of the HMD onboard 
transmitters will be performed by members of the Technical Commission or persons 
specifically designated for this duty. 
10.4.1.4. All participating gliders must have a mounting bracket for the onboard transmitter as 
specified in this Section. The pilot is responsible that the HMD transmitter is securely 
mounted inside the glider. Should the transmitter come loose during the flight due to 
improper mounting, this will not be accepted as a valid technical failure and a re-flight will 
not be allowed. 
10.4.1.5. The towing height with HMD is always at least 50 m higher to ensure proper functioning 
of the HMD. 
 Malfunction or Failure of the HMD 10.5.
10.5.1.1. Whenever a competitor notices or assumes a malfunction of the HMD (e.g. the audio 
signal does not stop below 1200 m), they may return for landing without starting the 
programme. After starting the programme, there is no justification for breaking off due to 
an assumed malfunction of the HMD. 
10.5.1.2. A failure of the link between the HMD and the official video recording equipment has no 
influence on the validity of the HMD measurements, as long as the normal functions of 
the HMD, as described above, are not degraded. 
10.5.1.3. If the HMD system becomes unserviceable during the contest, procedures for towing 
and determining infringements of height limits for subsequent flights will be in 
accordance with the rules laid down in paragraph 4.2.4.4. 
10.5.1.4.  
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 Mounting Brackets 10.6.
10.6.1. MHMD 
 
10.6.1.1. All dimensions are interior measurements in millimetres. The HMD transmitter should be 
fixed in the mounting by two rubber bands of sufficient strength. Dimensions of the 
MHMD transmitter are 195 x 100 x 40 mm. Mass is 535 g including batteries and 
antenna. 
10.6.2. HHMD 
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Remarks: 
10.6.2.1. Any mounting should be strong enough and attached securely enough to withstand the 
g-forces likely to be encountered during aerobatics. 
10.6.2.2. It is the pilot's responsibility to ensure that the HMD transmitter is securely mounted in 
the glider.  
330
26
altimeter
altimeter mounting unit
antenna should not
touch other parts
antenna
materials
wood 6 to 10mm
or
alu 2 to 4mm
81
151
5
10
10
7
fix the unit with
screws or epoxy
in the canopy
20
10
dimensions: mm
For any questions:
call or fax to PETER HUBER
e-mail: spc-hupe@eunet.at
fax: +43-7724-60784
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HMD prototype block diagram
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Appendix C
Photographs of HMD devices
Figure C.1: HMD device
Figure C.2: Radio transmitter/receiver device
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Appendix D
Graph examples from web
application
Figure D.1: Descent part of altitude graph
Figure D.2: Altitude graph showing more ﬂights in one ﬁle
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List of abbreviations
AGL Height above Ground Level
AT Attention
BBB BeagleBone Black
CLK Clock
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
CS Chip Select
CSD Card Speciﬁc Data
CSMU Crash-Survivable Memory Unit
CSV Comma-Separated Values
DGPS Diﬀerential Global positioning system
DOTA Download Over The Air
DTC Device Tree Compiler
DTO Device Tree Overlay
ECEF Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed (coordinate system)
EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory
EFIS Electronic Flight Instrument System
eMMC embedded Multi Media Card
FIFO First In, First Out
GCS Ground Control Station
GiST Generalized Search Tree
GPIO General-purpose input/output
GPS Global positioning system
GPX GPS Exchange Format
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HDMI High-Deﬁnition Multimedia Interface
HHMD Huber Height Measuring Device
HMD Height Measuring Device
HMSL Height above Mean Sea Level
I2C Inter-Integrated Circuit
INT Interrupt
IPC Inter-Process communication
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
LBT Listen Before Talk
LSB Least Signiﬁcant Bit
MCU Microcontroller unit
MHMD Poznan Height Measuring Device
MISO Master-In Slave-Out
MOSI Master-Out Slave-In
NED North/East/Down (coordinate system)
OCR Operation Conditions Register
OS Operating System
PHMD Meierhofer Height Measuring Device
PRU Programmable Realtime Unit
PWM Pulse width modulation
RAM Random-Access Memory
RPC Remote Procedure Call
RX Receiver
SCLK Serial Clock
SD Secure Digital
SDA Synchronous Data
SDHC Secure Digital High-Capacity
SDSC Secure Digital Standard-Capacity
SMB System Management Bus
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SPI Serial Peripheral Interface
SQL Structured Query Language
SRAM Static random-access memory
SS Slave Select
TTL Transistor-Transistor-Logic
TX Transmitter
UART Universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicles
UID Unique Identiﬁcation Number
USB Universal Serial Bus
VDOP Vertical Dilution Of Precision
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